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The Secrets of
the Dual Mountains

T

here was once a unique and
interesting world unlike any
you’ve seen. There were two
great mountains– one made of glass
and filled with diamonds and one
great baked potato volcano filled with
molten butter lava. The glass mountain
was surrounded by pine trees and the
baked potato volcano was surrounded
by shredded carrot grass and french fry
trees that grew fried chicken the size of
coconuts.
The sky changed color based on the
weather and was home to three suns–
named Bob, Ronald, and Gucci- and
seven moons (including the luxe LV
moon) along with taco clouds and blue
clouds that rained either cranberry or

orange juice into the soda lakes. The
air smelled like jolly ranchers and on
special days it rained giant takis.
Floating/growing around the world
were golden roses with taki thorns that
people gathered for their resources.
When you cut open the flowers they
released a blood that healed poison oak
and ivy, when you squished the stems
they released a lovely sweet liquid that
tasted like a Dr. Pepper and peanut
butter float. People loved it so much
they bottled it.
Living around the potato volcano were
pancake-headed chickens made of
waffles who laid chickens of all kinds.
They wore egg-printed do-rags, had
LARGE robotic wings, and wore air pods

to listen to their boomboxes. They ate
colored pencils made of happiness and
butter from the volcano.
Aside from the soda lakes there was a
milk chocolate ocean warmed by the
spice of the taki rain. It was home to
strawberry fish, marshmallow sharks,
and white chocolate coral. There was
sour patch sand that would warm with
the ocean.
To get around there were special peoplespheres steered by simply pointing
to where you want to go. They could
transform into whatever the driver
wanted and were powered by soap so
bubbles came out of the exhaust. There
were also super fast shoes and if you
drank the juice that rained down you
could teleport!
Señor Gucci Hiroh, or Hiroh to close
friends, lived in a clear house in the
glass mountain. He (or they) was very

thin, had silver skin, glass eyeballs,
and gold shoes that let them jump seven
leagues in any direction. They were
born out of one of the golden roses and
were not afraid to be themselves, even
when they broke societal norms like
by being asexual and aromantic, or not
needing to eat EVER. They had a 10,000
square foot TV and watching it made
them super powerful but if they watched
too much their brain would melt. They
were motivated by the possibility of
more great shows to watch that would
make people happy. They used to be
partners with Diddy Do, but they had a
bad breakup.
Diddy Do Calamin/Alex Casty was a
gender fluid being who was a boy most
of the time but became a girl when it
was raining. He wore expensive clothes
and had two eyes in the front and two
in the back. He lived in a people-sphere

penthouse with 500 cats. When it
rained she grew to 11 feet talk and her
hair grew long to cover her back eyes.
She lived in a mansion with 3 dogs and
was super strong. She had laser eyes
and stretchy candy braces to fix her
overbite. She also had a horn that was
radar for danger. They both could do
dances to hypnotize people and walked
everywhere on their toes. They bullied
Hiroh because they grew up together
and Diddy Do was spoiled.
Mcztala also called this world home.
Mcztala had no gender and asked that
people use “bloogie” as a pronoun.
Mcztala could change into anything but
was usually covered in fur and could
change to scales for protection. Mcztala
also had a home in the glass mountain
which was helpful because bloogie was
Hiroh’s secret grandpa. Bloogie had a
secret lair under the chocolate ocean

to retire to when in need of a rest, but
always had walkie-talkie-takis to stay
in touch.
The Side Dishes were a large group
of mustachioed sweet potatoes who
roamed the world. They all wore pink
business clothes and had glasses that
were recording devices and each of
their mustaches were different tools.
Diddy Do/Alex had given them the potato
volcano where they lived and the butter
gave them invincibility. They could
mash together to make one giant potato.
One rainy day Hiroh was relaxing in
their home in the glass mountain and
Mctzala had just come over to spend
some quality family time together.
Just as they were sitting down to a
fresh bottle of golden rose juice, they
looked through the window to see Alex
Casty and a whole group of Side Dishes
waiting to confront them...

